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Roket Hints & Tips
Cyanoacrylate has become one of the most versatile adhesives for the 
modeller. Here we suggest some practical tips for our Roket ca range, which 
is rapidly establishing itself as a leading brand.

1. ACHIEVING MAXIMUM BOND STRENGTH:  Don’t leave a joint open for too long. Avoid repositioning as 
this may weaken the joint. When using thick grades Roket Max, apply glue to one surface & “squash” glue into a 
thin layer. Add a fillet of Roket Max & cure with a quick spray of Roket Blaster.

2. OPENING THE BOTTLE:   In case there is excess pressure inside hold the bottle away from your face 
when first opening. Hold the bottle tip against a solid surface when you cut the tip.

3. AVOID CLOGGING:  Before replacing the cap, tap the bottle on to a hard surface to knock back any 
remaining glue into the bottle and then squeeze the bottle to blow any air through. Use Micro-tips & PTFE 
tubing to dispense thin Roket Hot. 

4. TREATING ACIDENTS:  Bonded Skin, use warm soapy water & a spoon to release bonded fingers. Glue 
Buster can also be applied, then roll fingers gently together but wash skin thoroughly after. If accidents occur 
& there is concern or doubt please seek medical advice. 

5. USING ROKET BLASTER ACCELERATOR:  Use only when needed, as it will tend to 
slightly reduce bond strength. Avoid breathing its vapour. 

6. BONDING IMPOSSIBLE SHINY PLASTICS & FOAM:  Tricky Stick allows cyano to bond 
those difficult shiny plastics, EPP, EPO, foam, acetals, fluorinated rubbers, silicones, polythene &
 polypropylene.

7. AVOID BLOOMING:  Blooming is un-reacted superglue that reacts with moisture in the air to 
spoil surfaces (a). Use Roket  Odourless foam safe grade (b). Avoid gluing in areas where there is 
damp or moisture. Use minimal glue & apply in uniform manner. 

8. REMOVAL OF SURFACE MARKS:  Glue Buster will quickly dissolve away cured superglue. 

9. FILLING GAPS OVER 0.5mm:  Use Roket Max with Roket Blaster to 
cure the glue. For larger gaps pour in Roket Powder & add Roket Hot ca. 

10. BONDING SMOOTH PLASTICS:  Abrade surfaces & use Roket 
Blaster to assist bonding smooth plastic surfaces eg polycarbonate acrylic etc.

11. STORING ROKET GLUE:  Heat, light & moisture degrade ca. 
Unopened bottles can be stored in the fridge but should be allowed to return to 
room temperature before use. Store opened ca in a cool dry place away from 
the light.
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Distributed to all good model shops in the UK 
by Gaugemaster.       
www.gaugemaster.com        Tel: 01903 884488
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www.deluxematerials.com
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‘The strength inside your model’
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